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Overview

The Weir Software Suite

O v e rv i e w
T h e We i r S o f t w a r e S u i t e
A Weir is a restriction or an aberration of a wavefront that results in a change in the behavior of
the wave. The Weir Wavefront Analysis Suite, or Weir Suite, is a group of programs designed to
help the Lithographic Process engineer:
?? measure the focal plane uniformity of an exposure tool
?? characterize the wavefront’s variation with Numeric Aperture, Partial Coherence and
Dose
?? measure the tool-specific process widow for each exposure tool.
In addition to these capabilities, there are a number of features within the Weir Analysis that
extend the analysis capabilities to the aberrations unique to scanning-slit exposure tools, often
referred to as “Scanners”. Utilities are also provided to characterize the contribution of the
metrology tool to the “noise” of analysis and to characterize the sub-assembly contributions to the
error budget and their respective precision in terms of the image integrity.
Raw, analyzed and modeled data are maintained in a Microsoft Excel® Kworkbook that is easily
accessed by the user.

Figure 1:Weir Wavefront Analysis Software Suite
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Weir Daily Monitor

Analysis Modules
The Weir Analysis combines three modules to provide an easy to use graphic analysis and data
model for raw data, stage, lens and scan-slit “Focal” -type Aberrations and stage, lens and scan-slit
process window characterization and matching. These modules, shown in Figure 1, are provided
in two systems, Weir PSFM and Weir PW. A third system, Weir DM, provides automation of
analyses for these tools.

Weir PSFM functions with the Benchmark Technologies Phase Shift Focus Monitor (PSFM) as
a calibration and analysis engine for exposure-tool focal plane aberrations. Weir PSFM provides
calibration, analysis of the lens aerial image (“Best Focus”) and utilities for model building and
analysis of focus variations across the lens, scan, field, wafer and lot.
Weir PW is a semiconductor process analysis tool. Weir PSFM can import any format of
metrology data. It provides tools for modeling, simulation, setup and characterization of the
process, exposure and metrology tools.

Weir Daily Monitor (DM) provides an easy to use interface for Weir analysis sequences that
are repeatedly performed. User-specified templates encode the analysis sequence, graphics and
trend-charts to monitor the stability of user-selected variables over time. Weir DM software can be
used with any type of metrology data including the specialty calibration and analysis functions of
the Phase shift Focus Monitor (PSFM). Templates provide simple, two-click analyses of complex,
custom engineering procedures. The analyses can include automated data culling, reticle data
removal, average and modeled field removal, focus-conversion, modeling and the storage of
results into trend charts.

We i r D a i l y Mo n i t o r
Weir DM Templates provide simple, two-click analyses of complex, custom engineering
procedures. The analyses can include automated data culling, reticle data removal, average and
modeled field removal, reticle data removal, focus-conversion, modeling and the storage of results
into trend charts.
In addition to the analysis of raw data and spatial modeling, specialty analyses such as Weir PSFM
calibrations and the calculation of the lens aerial image “Best Focus” aberrations are also
automated by Weir DM. PSFM fixed-focus studies and all metrology data sequences found useful
by the engineer can be coded into Weir DM templates with automated conversion of overlay to
focus data.
Weir PW provides software tools for optimization and tuning of the semiconductor manufacturing
process. Daily Monitor Templates can address the analysis of any Weir PW process variables as
well as metrology tool performance confirmation.
Data are stored in open format Microsoft Excel® “XLT” template-workbooks that are easily
accessible to the user. Each variable’s trend-chart data are stored on unique worksheets of the
workbook. Any Weir data workbook can be converted into a Weir DM template using the tools
provided in the “Setup” interface. User proprietary analyses using interactive or Excel macros can
be added to the template.

U n iq u e C a p a b il it ie s o f t h e S o f t w a r e
The analysis-automation capabilities of Weir DM provide quick and easy confirmation of process
and tool stability. Every engineer’s process is unique to the mix of product, design and tools used
in the facility. Weir PSFM and Weir PW provide analyses that can be interactively optimized by
the engineer to analyze the most critical behavior of process variables such as focus, critical
feature, film height and overlay.
Once characterized, this analysis sequence must be conveyed to the production technician. Weir
DM provides a unique method of coding the sequence into template that provide simple two-click
Unique Capabilities of the Software
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Applications
performance duplication with the addition of trend-charts for recording the results. The engineer’s
instructions are flawlessly repeated each time the analysis is initiated.
Also, in keeping with the “open-system” nature of all Weir software, the data sets are easily
accessed and can be transferred to other applications.

A p p l ic a t io n s
The Weir Wavefront Engineering Suite provides extensive tools for the analysis of lens
aberrations and tool performance. However, if you are not an optics expert or if you have analyses
that must be performed on an on-going basis, the Weir Daily Monitor is the tool for the job no
matter how complex.
Now you can automatically monitor and trend applications such as:
?? Reticle Chucking
?? Focus
?? Lens and Stage Tilt
?? Depth of Focus
?? Astigmatism
?? Curvature
?? Scanner Noise
?? Auto-focus
?? Wafer Leveling
?? Metrology tool performance
?? Overlay, registration, film and feature uniformity.
All of the complexities of a sophisticated Weir Wavefront analysis can be incorporated into a oneclick daily monitor analysis by simply manually performing the Weir analysis one time and then
saving the worksheet as a Weir Daily Monitor Template. Thereafter, one click of the mouse will
perform to your specifications data import, calibration, conversion, modeling along with the
automated pre-model removal of reticle distortions, mean-field and fixed-value settings.
At the conclusion of the analysis sequence, the user is presented with the graphic, model and
statistic values of your selection. The interface will also provide interactive examination of trend
charts for the data values you select in the template.
The versatility of the template designations allows the daily monitor to be used with raw data,
fixed-focus, focus-exposure and mixed feature arrays.

D a t a F u n d a me n t a l s
Data Flow
Raw metrology data, direct from the tool, must be imported and converted into the Weir data
format. The conversion is automatic and only requires the user to select the data file and the data
source.
The conversion sequence will re-format the data into the Weir DM Standard format and save it
into a Microsoft Excel® workbook of the same name as the data set. The analysis dictated by the
template is then automatically started and the results recorded into the database spreadsheets.
After the initial import, the raw data file can be ignored or discarded. All further Weir DM
analyses use the workbook. Workbooks of course can be re-opened directly into Weir DM and
handled like any other Excel workbook.
-4-
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An Overview of Weir Feature Modeling

Data Culling Methods
Model-Culled Data
Weir DM’s models employ singular value decomposition (SVD) methods of regression as
opposed to the commonly used “least-squares” regression. This approach allow two methods of
data removal to be employed, user-specified Range and Sigma culling and a new adaptive-element
technique.
“Range and Sigma” culling functions similar to the methods previously described however the
population now consists of the points measured value as compared to it’s model-fitted value, in
other words, the residuals.
All interfaces, including the Process Window analysis, include fields for user-entry of Range and
Sigma.
Adaptive Element modeling occurs automatically during the model sequence. The independent
variables matrix is de-convolved into three separate matrices characterizing, among other factors,
the layout covariance and singular points. Singular points are un-representative of the true
distribution of the data and are automatically removed or lessened in their weighting on the
regression.
A final control over the functionality of the calculated model coefficients is given to the engineer
in the form of validity testing. Selection of a simple check-box entry provides automated
coefficient validity checking. If validity checking is selected, coefficients judged invalid by their
estimation uncertainty are replaced with zero values, and the model is re-calculated to provide the
most accurate control surface correction for the process or equipment. Employment of validity
checking in during process or tool setup results in greater accuracy of equipment tuning and
minimizes the “ringing” that so often results from repeated over- and under-correction in
automated process control sequences.

Viewing Data
There are three basic methods of viewing or accessing the current data set.
1.

Raw, modeled and residual data are always available through their storage in the
worksheets of the data workbook.

2.

Any subset of data in a vector or contour plot can be viewed, or plotted or saved, in a
separate worksheet generated by boxing in the area of the graph while depressing the left
mouse-button.

A n O v e r v i e w o f We i r F e a t u r e Mo d e l i n g
There are two basic tasks that must be performed when analyzing feature response to the
wavefront of a lens:
?? Analysis of the perturbations caused by the substrate, it’s transport mechanisms and
electro-mechanical interfaces such as the autofocus system.
?? Analysis of the aerial image
?? Generated by the illumination, condenser, optical column, and reticle
??

Includes slit, slit-scanning and mounting perturbations caused by the reticle
platen.
Weir DM provides separate model analyses to address all of these perturbations and aberrations.

Weir Feature Models
This section details the various models used for critical feature analysis and the methods of their
application.
An Overview of Weir Feature Modeling - Page 5 -
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An Overview of Weir Feature Modeling
Overview
Feature models follow a standard format for the field. You can vary the model’s method of
application in each interface by your selections in the various controls of the interface associated
with them.
Field and Wafer models operate and are constructed differently. Wafer models examine data
across the whole of the wafer and take great care to differentiate data assignments to minimize the
possibility of covariance between the coefficients.
The models can be run with or without coefficient validation by selecting the “Validation”
checkbox on the model section of the user interface. When validation is selected, coefficients that
are less than 3-sigma times the value of the error in their estimation are considered to be
undistinguishable from zero and are therefore returned to zero. The model is automatically re-run
until all of the coefficients return significant or zero values. This method of application results in
improved prediction and setup for equipment control and minimizes the ringing over/under shoot
often seen in control algorithms.
The Weir applications do not use common least-squares regression modeling found in most
applications of the industry. Least-squares models force a value to every coefficient in a blind
effort to minimize the residuals of the fit. This method of application looks good when residuals
are used as a metric of quality. However, it results in gross over or underestimation of the
individual terms in doing so. The application of the resulting coefficients to a control surface for
the process or exposure tool then generates uncontrolled performance swings or “ringing” as the
corrections of the current analysis attempt to compensate for those imposed by the previous
compensations. Attempts to compensate these swings by assigning only a portion of the
coefficient correction or by averaging with past values compensate for over-corrections but
neglect under-correction points.
Weir uses a proprietary model engine that employs Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the
dependant and independent data matrices to assign model coefficient values. This engine provides
an adaptive modeling technique that applies the SVD analysis techniques to each data set and
adjusts its response to avoid coefficient colinearity and to automatically exclude metrology sports
from the analysis. In addition, the model employs user-entered culling variables that key on the
range and sigma of the population to enhance the tuning capability of the analysis.
Wafer Model
A wafer model is similar to the first few terms of a Zernike standard model. This enables both tilt
and bow to be calculated using orthogonal coefficients, thus obtaining greater accuracy in the
estimates. Wafer models incorporate sixth order models to properly address both the correctable
and other higher-order errors caused by bowing, chucking and film variations.
The system coordinates are transformed to the center of the wafer and each point in the lot object
is assigned an absolute position on the wafer. A radial coordinate system is used.
The model is applied separately to each wafer of the lot and summarized on the user interface.
Individual wafer model results can be examined in the “Wafer Aberrations” spreadsheet.
The primary correction coefficients of the wafer model are; Piston, Tilt (X and Y), and Bow.
The residuals of the wafer model, plus the “Piston” values, are submitted to the field model for the
analysis of field aberrations.
Field Model
Field models are Cartesian in nature and use a simple format for analysis that allows them to be
employed for both stepper and scanner exposure tool formats. The model can be employed to
analyze data across the entire field at once or across each row and column of the exposure
individually.
The full-field analysis is best employed when determining corrections for an exposure. During this
analysis, the data for the entire field is collected and modeled to determine an optimum set of
coefficients describing the field aberrations. The modeled results of each field are logged in the
“WholeFieldAberrations” spreadsheet and summarized on the user’s screen
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A row/column analysis, when selected, analyzes each row and column of the exposure separately.
The summary of the analysis is reported on the user interface. Individual row and column
aberrations for every field in the lot are logged on the “Aberrations” spreadsheet.
Field models are applied to each individual exposure and summarized in the display. You can see
the field-specific results on the spreadsheet. The models operate in two modes as selected by the
controls of the interface. The modes are called “Full Field” and “Row/Column”. In almost every
instance, the final coefficient values calculated by each method are the same within the uncertainty
of the calculation. Again, the coefficients and their uncertainty levels of the “Row/Column” model
are visible in the associated spreadsheet. The benefits and information gained from the differing
analysis technique of each model will differ significantly.
The “Full Field” mode, available in the “uniformity analysis” interface, replicates the method of
model application used today in the industry. This mode optimizes the speed of the analysis by
applying the model to the entire field. Individual fields are summarized to obtain the exposure tool
control parameters. The mode allows you to see how the whole field reacts to the exposure
settings applied by the stepper or scanner. For a stepper, whose exposure is captured in the single
flash of the entire field, this is sufficient. However the model loses the fine detail of the exposure
slit’s accelerations, pitch, roll and yaw as it scans across the reticle during the exposure sequence
of a scanner.
The fine-structure of exposure imposed by a scanner is best viewed by the “Row/Column” model.
This model applies itself to every individual row and column of every field in the dataset. The
application of the model is therefore slower than that of the “Full-Field” since every row and
column must be applied and summarized for every field. The benefits gained allow you to
examine the model response to Feature piston (offset), tilt and curvature as they change during the
scan-exposure sequence.
For example, an analysis of the coefficients associated with the rows of a field essentially shows
the flight path of the scanning slit. You can see the tilt coefficient change as the roll of the slit
changes from a positive slope at field bottom to a negative slope at the top. Height changes in the
path of the scan trace the planarity of the scan bearing.
Combining Field and Wafer Models
Field models operate on the residuals to the coefficients of the wafer model. This is handled
automatically. Tool or process control applications should always include a wafer model. Removal
of the systematic errors associated with the wafer films results in greater accuracy of the
estimation of the field correction coefficients.
The combination of field and wafer models is the only method of successfully deconvolving the
tilt corrections associated with the reticle-platen, wafer-stage and optical column alignments.
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Customizing Graphics

Figure 2: Graph Options customization screen

Customizing Graphics
Graph colors, line-weight, ranges, scale, format and fonts can be interactively adjusted by clicking
on the graphic using the right mouse-button.

Getting There
“Right Click” on the graphic using the right button of the mouse

Functions
This interface is available from any graphic for modification of the titles and appearance of the
displayed graph and statistics. Select the tabs to modify the screen background, titles or curve
symbols. Clicking the “Apply” command button will submit the changes to the current graph
without exiting the screen.

C o n t o ur a n d 3 D S ur f ace Pl o t C o n t r o l s
Contour and 3D Surface plots are available in most interfaces. When a contour or 3D Surface
graphic is selected, a new frame will appear. The frames provide controls for optimizing the
surface display (the Interpolation frame) and, in some applications, a selection of data variables for
display (the Plot Feature frame). Both frames present options in the form or “radio” buttons that
allow only one selection.
Sites plotted in these graphs must interpolate between measured sites to display the full surface.
Interpolation methods will vary depending upon the layout of measured sites on the surface, that is
some methods work better than others.

Interpolation Methods
?? Provides three (3) selections for data interpolation – Fast, Medium and Modeled. There is
no “wrong” selection, for most data sets the default “Fast” analysis will yield the best
-8-
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Histograms
results. Depending upon the layout of the sites on the field and number of sites, the
contour may result in incomplete areas. If data seems to be omitted from field segments,
select either Medium or Modeled methods.
?? The “Modeled” method is the most robust because it uses a full-field regression model to
perform the interpolation however is will be slower and will loose some fine detail in the
display.
?? Wafer contour plots containing only one point per field will plot the contour based upon
the data’s position on the wafer.

Plot Feature frame selections
?? A graphic will display this frame only if more than one feature is available for display
?? In most selections the choice will be Xreg, Yreg or Mean implying that you can select to
plot the X,Y or average values across the surface.
?? Xreg and Yreg Feature or variable plots can differ significantly when data originates
from a “Scanner” exposure-tool. Scanners “Xreg” direction reflect perturbations
across the lens while their “Yreg” values are averaged or “blurred” by the scanning
action of the slit.

H i s t o g r a ms
Histograms are displayed for one or two variables in Weir Software. When two variables are
appropriate, such as Scan (X) and Slit (Y) Feature, then the data plot actually contains two
graphics sharing a common base as shown in Figure 3. The common baseline provides an easy
comparison of the two distributions.

Figure 3: Two variable Weir Histogram and Options screen.
The scale factor is used as a multiplier for the values reported on the abscissa. For example, the
“0.1 um” factor shown in the figure tells us that the abscissa values should be multiplied by 0.1.
The abscissa of the figure therefore extends from –0.196 to +0.192 microns.
You can display the display of the histogram just like any graphic. Right click on the graph and
the Options screen, shown on the right side of the figure, will appear. The number of bins or
category bars determines the ordinate scaling. The abscissa tick formatting is set by the selection
of the Format field. You can also manually type in format options.

Histograms
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Mouse-Selected Data Manipulation

Figure 4: Full wafer contour of Y focus variation with mouse selection of data subset

Mo u s e - S e l e c t e d D a t a Ma n i p u l a t i o n
You can always view the data associated with a graphic by selecting the “view/data” menu item.
However, vector plot and contour plots of wafer and fields support mouse-selected data
manipulation. Using the left button of the mouse you can box in and zoom in on any subset of data
to:
?? View the data on a Weir spreadsheet window. This is a new workbook so you can also
save it and use all of the Microsoft Excel® functions and macros to manipulate it.
?? Cull the data, including culling by wafer number if there is more than one wafer in the
dataset.
?? Restore points culled in the boxed-in region to the analysis.
?? Plot the data as a histogram or XY plot. If you select XY plotting of the data, you can
then select to plot it by row --Y or scan axis – or by column – the X or slit axis.
- 10 -
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Mouse-Selected Data Manipulation
This analysis is a convenient method of investigating repeating errors, slit-response, scan response
at different parts of the wafer or the variation of variables as they near the edge of the wafer.

Wafer-base analysis
Figure 4 is a contour plot across a 300 mm wafer of the raw Y Feature data. Examination of the
figure shows the stage-travel fine structure of the reticle scan stage as small “pop’s” or high
points on the left side of each field image.

Figure 5: XY plot resulting from cross-section of field selected by the left-mouse button.
In this figure you can also see the
selection box to the upper-left of the
left-most pop-up menu. We’ve
selected to plot the data across this
one die, looking at the vertical feature
Feature as a function of X axis
position. The resulting plot is shown
in Figure 5. We could just as easily
plotted a histogram or, from the first
menu row viewed the data.

Field based Analysis
The analysis of Figure 4 has strong
wafer edge and scan-direction effects.
Edge effects can be minimized by
selecting areas of the wafer around
the edges and culling the data. We
can then plot the average field, shown
in Figure 6. From this point, we could
also have taken cross-sections of this
field for additional in-depth study.

Figure 6: Average-Field contour plot after edgefields are removed with the mouse-cull options.

Note: The contour lines are added by right-clicking on the plot and turning on the “Plot Gridline”
option.

Mouse-Selected Data Manipulation - Page 11 -
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Getting Started

G e t t in g S t a r t e d
When the Weir software is first started the user should move to the “Tools/License Maintenance”
menu to obtain the Installation ID’s needed to obtain a demonstration or permanent license. This
license is keyed to the hardware upon which it is installed and if your basic system is changed, a
new license must be obtained.
After installing a license select the “Tools/Options” menu and customize your installation by
specifying the data import conversion filter that fits your metrology tool and the most common
path to raw data from the tool.

S y s t e m R e q u i r e me n t s
The larger the data set, the greater the needs of the system. Weir analyses can be very complex
when modeling, simulation and the removal and sorting of fields, sites and data points are
involved. As a minimum we recommend:
?? Windows 2000 or XP
?? Pentium III or greater processor
?? Clock speeds > 1 Gigahertz recommended.
?? 2 Gigabyte of Hard Disk Space
?? 256 Megabytes of RAM
?? Monitor 1024x780 or greater
?? Microsoft Excel® software

- 12 -
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We i r D a i l y M o n i t o r
O v e r v ie w
The Weir Daily Monitor uses analysis templates that automate the analyses performed under the
Weir Wavefront Engineering Software Suite. Any analysis, calibration and model sequence can be
saved into a daily monitor template. The template contains information on the data type, layout,
calibration method and model format.
Templates can be configured to display graphics and statistics customized to your needs. Trend
chart variables can also be identified in the Daily Monitor setup sequence.
Raw data imported during a daily monitor sequence is stored in an Excel Workbook of it’s own.
This workbook can later be imported into the Weir Wavefront Engineering Suite for in-depth review
and extended analyses.
The Weir Daily Monitor template information is stored in an Excel Workbook Template file. This
template maintains historic trend data in information that can be accessed with customer specific
analyses or through the daily monitor interface.

Versatile Data Access
The Weir Daily Monitor handles overlay, registration, critical dimension, feature height, period and
Phase Shift Focus Monitor (PSFM) data all in one easy to use engineering interface. Built-in import
routines allow you to work with metrology vendor ASCII files and Microsoft Excel workbooks.
Raw data, model results, intermediate files residuals and setup files as well as process trend
histories are all stored in convenient Excel Workbooks that can be accessed and supplemented with
custom Excel functions and programs.

Power of the Analysis
The Weir Wavefront Engineering Suite provides extensive tools for the analysis of lens aberrations
and tool performance. However, if you are not an optics expert or if you have analyses that must be
performed on an on-going basis, the Weir Daily Monitor is the tool for the job no matter how
complex.
With the Weir Daily Monitor you can automatically monitor and trend applications such as:
?? Reticle Chucking
?? Focus
?? Lens and Stage Tilt
?? Depth of Focus
?? Astigmatism
?? Curvature
?? Scanner Noise
?? Auto-focus
?? Wafer Leveling
?? Overlay, Registration and Feature uniformity.
All of the complexities of a sophisticated Weir Wavefront analysis can be incorporated into a oneclick daily monitor analysis by simply manually performing the Weir analysis one time and then
saving the worksheet as a Weir Daily Monitor Template. Thereafter, one click of the mouse will
Overview
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Weir Daily Monitor

Graphics Supported
perform to your specifications data import, calibration, conversion, modeling along with the
automated pre-model removal of reticle distortions, mean-field and fixed-value settings.
At the conclusion of the analysis sequence, the user is presented with the graphic, model and
statistic values of your selection. The interface will also provide interactive examination of trend
charts for the data values you select in the template.
The versatility of the template designations allows the daily monitor to be used with raw data, fixedfocus, focus-exposure and mixed feature arrays.

Trend Chart Specification and Analysis
Data is stored in the Daily Monitor Template workbook. The workbook will contain all data for the
template. Current analysis data model results are stored in a separate workbook for each data set. If
desired, these datasets can be individually examined using the full engineering suite.
Trend Chart setup is easily accomplished with a point-and-click interface specifying the variables
you wish to display and those you wish to save for the historic record.

Figure 7:Accessing Weir DM from the Weir Main or computer interface

G r a p h ic s S u p p o r t e d
One graphic and/or statistics can be displayed at the end of an analysis. Most of the full engineering
graphics are available including wafer and field vector, histogram and contour plots.
Any number of trend analysis can be observed at any time using the “Trend Plot” tab.
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Getting There

G e t t in g T h e r e
From the Weir Wavefront Engineering Product Suite
From the Main window of Figure 7, select the “Tools/Daily Monitor” or “Tools/Daily Monitor
Setup’.

From your desktop
Use the Start button to select the Daily Monitor to run as a “Stand-Alone” application. Select the
program menu item “Start/Programs/Weir Wavefront Engineering/Daily Monitor” as shown on the
right side of Figure 7.
Keep in mind that the “Daily Monitor Setup” screen can only be accessed from the Weir Main
interface.

Specifications, Template and Plot Limits
Your system resources effectively limit the number of automated analyses and Trend Plots
supported. Excel will support up to 65,536 rows of data on each worksheet and therefore in each
trend chart. The number of sheets in a workbook is limited by available memory on the computer.
Weir Daily Monitor will run stand-alone or as a sub-process of the Weir Wavefront Engineering
Suite. The full suite is needed for template setup.
All software runs on Windows NT, 2000 and XP. A minimum Pentium III and 128 megabytes of
RAM minimum is recommended for operation.

O r g a n iz a t io n a n d a n a l y s is f l o w

Figure 8: DM Template concept encapsulates the analysis type and flow.

Organization and analysis flow
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Organization and analysis flow

Template Creation
The left side of Figure 8 illustrates the creation of a DM template and it’s storage into the Templates
sub-directory of Weir. Any metrology data currently imported into a Weir workbook can be used to
create a daily monitor. The analysis steps, graphics and statistics to view and trend are included in
the “TemplateHeader” worksheet stored in the DM workbook. Weir DM templates are stored as
Excel Template Workbooks in the directory.

Template Usage
After creation templates are used over-and-over again as shown in the right side of Figure 8. The
results of each usage are stored on trend-chart-spreadsheets in the template workbook. Results are
always consistent since the order and the template fixes the analysis sequence.
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P re f e r e n c e s
O v e r v ie w
Preferences define the default directories and templates used with the daily monitor. This “Options”
or “Preference” screen is separate from those maintained by Weir PW and Weir PSFM.

Figure 9: DM Options or Preferences screen variables.

G e t t in g T h e r e
The preferences screen can be accessed from either the Daily Monitor or Daily Monitor Setup
screens.
Select Tools/Options menu item.

Pr ef er en ce Set up
There are three tabs present for the setup of options:
?? General Tab Provides specification of the size of the “Recently Used” file list.
?? The Data Import Tab specifies the defaults for:
??

Data Import Filter

??

The type of, or vendor format of raw data.

??

Data File Source

??

Define the path name to the default data folder for raw data. Weir DM will list all files in this directory in a drop-down
control. The most-recent dated files are located at the top of the list. DM users can override this location if they so desire.
Preference Setup
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??

A Directory Browse button provides an interactive method of locating the data folder.

??

“Follow current directory”

??

Select this checkbox to allow the data directory selection to remember the last directory accessed during a session.
?? Templates

??

Specifies the location of the Daily Monitor Template storage directory. This location is set to the “/Templates” subdirectory by default.

??

Default daily monitor template name.

??

The template that will be first displayed when the daily monitor is started.

??

Default Reticle Template Location

??

Specifies the path name to the default folder for daily monitor reticle aberration workbooks

??

Defaults to the “Reticles” sub-directory of your Weir application.

??

Reticle templates are used to remove known reticle aberrations from the analysis.
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Overview

DM T e m p l a t e S e t u p
O v e r v ie w
Each daily monitor template provides a unique analysis sequence, layout, calibration specification,
graphics, statistics and trend chart format. A template is created from a Weir Wavefront Engineering
workbook. This workbook can contain either a fixed focus or focus-dose (exposure) data format.
Only your available resources on the computer limit the number of templates that can be specified.

G e t t in g T h e r e

Figure 10: Daily Monitor template setup interface.
The Daily Monitor Setup screen, Figure 10, can be accessed only from the main screen of the Weir
Wavefront Engineering Software suite. To enter the setup screen select the “Tools/Daily Monitor
Setup” menu selection.
The screen contains three tabs:
?? The Analysis Sequence Tab
?? Specifies the type of analysis, sequence, templates used items displayed after an
analysis.
?? Graphics Display Tab
Getting There - Page 19 -
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Menus and controls on the setup interface
?? Defines the graphic and type of data displayed after an analysis.
?? Statistics Display Tab
?? Two types of statistics are specified, those displayed after each data analysis and those
that are maintained for trend chart tracking.

Me n u s a n d c o n t r o l s o n t h e s e t u p i n t e r f a c e

Save Template Command
Saves the workbook or template as a Weir Daily Monitor Template. The template will be saved in
the Weir Templates directory as an Excel Template Workbook. See also the section on
“Preferences” for defining the location of the template directory.

Template Comments Text Box
Provides a location for the insertion of user comments to include in storage with the template. This
text will appear whenever a template is selected by the user and can be used for instruction or hints
on the use of the template.

A n a l y s is S e q u e n c e T a b
Defines the analysis sequence and data tools used for a daily monitor analysis. Fields for this section
are shown in Figure 10.

Source File
A template can be created from either an existing template or a Weir Workbook.
This drop-down list defines the Weir Workbook source of layout information for the template. This
combo box will contain a list of all existing Weir Templates and any active workbooks. Weir DM
will use this information to provide the basic setup and layout variables. Die size, offsets and even
the distribution of focus, dose, numeric aperture and partial coherence values will be contained in
this workbook.
Source Directory Override
If you have templates or workbooks located in directories other than the default template directory,
these templates can be interactively accessed using the command button to the right of this field.

Save as
The template source file and all analysis, graphics and statistic specified information is saved in a
Weir Template whose name is specified in this field. These templates are then stored in the Weir
default Template directory whose location is specified in the Options screen. See the section
“Preferences” on page 17.

Data Directory
Specifies the path to the raw data folder for this template. All raw data files located in this folder
will then be presented to the user. You can interactively specify this by selecting the command
button to the right of this field.
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Analysis Sequence Tab

Analysis Format
Weir DM provides a selection of three formats for the analysis:
?? Fixed Focus
?? Focus/Expo
?? Raw Metrology
The data and modeled results are trend charted at the end of each analysis sequence. Examine the

Figure 11: Analysis sequence options.
difference in the flow of each analysis using Figure 11. Steps shown in blue boxes are optional.
Fixed Focus DM Analysis
This analysis provides a method of analyzing tool and process focus, depth of focus and stage
performance across the wafer and as a function of scans or travel direction. Exposure values such as
the focus, dose, Numeric Aperture (NA) and Partial Coherence (PC) are stored in the layout of the
template. When the raw data file is imported and converted to a Weir standard data format, the die
locations defined in the DM template will be used to provide these values.
A Weir PSFM Focus Calibration template is used to convert metrology data into focus data and it
must be specified in the “Focus Calibration Template” field.
Focus/Expo DM Analysis
This analysis sequence is used with arrays exposed with a focus and/or Exposure (dose) variation.
This function performs an automated PSFM reticle calibration.
The function does not require the specification of a Focus Calibration template. However, the
specification of a template will allow the user to remove “Best Focus” reticle information associated
with the template from the data. This sequence eliminates process and wafer variations by fitting the
linear calibration curve to the data. It therefore allows period calculation of aerial image
performance.
Analysis Sequence Tab
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Use the “None” entry in the “Focus Calibration Template” field if no template is desired.
The “Focus Range” frame is activated when Focus/Expo is selected as an analysis. This frame
allows you to restrict the range of focus values used in the focus calibration. Overlay metrology will
be calibrated against exposure tool focus only for tool-focus values that lie between the maximum
and minimum values selected.
Raw Metrology
A “raw metrology” selection will not include either a focus matrix calibration nor the use of a Weir
PSFM calibration template. The data selected by the user is automatically imported and converted
into the Weir standard workbook format. The resulting data can then have reticle or mean field data
removed and it can also be modeled.
Does not require the specification of a Focus Calibration template.

Focus Calibration Template
Specifies the PSFM calibration template and/or “Best Focus” field associated with a reticle.
A template must be specified for Fixed Focus data conversions.

Data Conversion Method
Used to specify the method of conversion from metrology data to focus. Four methods can be
employed. These methods are provided in greater detail in the Weir PSFM User’s Manual.
?? All Sites
?? A separate calibration curve is used for each unique site on the reticle.
?? Calibrations are keyed by site number, NA and Partial Coherence of the calibration.
?? Center
?? Only the center-most site of a reticle’s calibration is used for conversion.
?? Center Column
?? Typically used for vertical slit scanners.
?? Uses the reticles center column of sites for focus calibration.
?? Center Row
?? Typically used for horizontal slit scanners.
?? Uses the reticles central row of sites for calibration.

Analysis Sequence Control Frame
Controls in this frame provide elements for specifying the steps taken in the analysis. These steps
are those colored blue in Figure 11.
Trend Chart View Password
Enter a password into this field to control the viewing of summary trend chart data. When running
the Daily Monitor you can view trend charts at any time. If a password has been entered for this DM
Template, the user will be requested to enter it before proceeding.
Leave the space blank to allow full access to the trend plots.
Passwords are case sensitive.
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Graphics Display Tab
Component Removal and Model check boxes
Three check boxes to the left of the frame provide the ability to remove reticle or average field
signatures from the data prior to an optional modeling of the data. If the data is not modeled, then
the analysis reports the raw data minus the removed components.
?? Remove Reticle check-box
?? Reticle aberrations stored in a Weir Workbook will be stored removed prior to
modeling and statistical analysis of the data.
?? The Reticle template must then be selected in the “Reticle Template” field.
?? Reticle template data are stored in the Reticle Template folder specified in the
preferences screen.
?? To create a Reticle Template, simply open a reticle data file into a standard Weir
Workbook format. Then use the “File/Save As Reticle” menu item to name and save
that data set as a reticle signature template.
?? Reticle data will be removed on a site-by-site basis from the input data. Note that the
site location and not the number is used for data removal.
?? Remove Component
?? Turns on the sequence to remove either the mean (average) field or measured “Best
Focus” of the reticle. Specify which component is removed by using the radio option
buttons located in the “Component and Reticle Removal” frame to the right.
?? Model Data
?? Turns data modeling, and associated statistics, on or off.
“Items to Include in Display Screen” frame
Provides two check boxes to inhibit the display of Statistics or Graphics displayed at the conclusion
of an analysis.
“Component and Reticle Removal” frame
Specify the elements removed from the data prior to statistics and modeling.
These fields are turned on and off by the “Remove Reticle” and “Remove Component” checkboxes
described earlier.
The “Mean Field” is the average value of each site of the reticle calculated from the current data set.
“Best Focus” is the reticle “Best Focus” aberrations measured during reticle calibration and stored
in the Focus Calibration Template field selected above.

G r a p h ic s D is p l a y T a b
Controls located on this tab specify the form and format of the graphic displayed at the conclusion
of an analysis. The graphic can display either Raw, Modeled or Residual data; as selected by the
radio options button at the top of the frame.
The scope of the graphic is specified in the first combo box as either Field or Wafer.
The type of graphic, specified in the second combo box, can be a vector, contour, or histogram plot
of the data.
The data displayed on the graphics is specified in the third field.
?? Whole Field: Displays data for all data points in the data.
?? Mean: Displays the mean value for each site on a Field plot and the mean for each field on
a wafer plot.

Graphics Display Tab
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?? Max/Min: Displays the most extreme maximum or minimum value for each site of a field
plot and for each field of a wafer plot.
?? IFD: Displays the IntraField Deviation or range of data. This is essentially the measured
(focus or metrology) variation for the site of a field plot and for a field when wafer data is
displayed.

S t a t is t ic s D is p l a y
The statistics Display tab, partially shown in Figure 12, provides and interface for the specification
of the statistics displayed at the end of an analysis sequence and those stored for historic trend plot
recording. In this display, a depressed button signifies a selection for display of the variable in the
final graphic analysis of the current data set.
Trend chart variables are selected using the check boxes.
Notice that the variables are divided into two groups; the “Raw Statistics” and the “Model Control
and Statistics” frames. Obviously you cannot display modeled statistics if you choose not to model

Figure 12: Statistics selection of variables for current and trend plots.
the data while in the “Analysis Sequence” tab.
Trend plot data is maintained in the template workbook using three worksheets;
?? “TrendChartsMean” Worksheet
?? Retains the measure (Horizontal + Vertical)/2 values calculated.
?? “TrendChartsH” Worksheet
?? Retains measured “Horizontal” or “Y” oriented feature data for trend charts
?? “TrendChartsV” Worksheet
?? Retains measured “Vertical” or “X” oriented feature data.

Controlling the displayed data axes
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Statistics can be displayed for up to 3 axes of data for a Focus Monitor analysis; that is a PSFM or

Figure 13: Statistics setup, lower half of display, for control of the display of axial data.
PGM analysis of fixed-focus or calibrated focus matrix data.
This section of the setup interface, shown in Figure 13, allows you to restrict the axes display and to
custom name each axis. For example, you can change the “Z (Mean)” data display to “Focus” if
desired.
The default is to display all three axes of data for a focus anlaysis.

Statistics Display
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Overview

R u n n i n g t h e D a i l y Mo n i t or
O v e r v ie w
The Daily Monitor, interface shown in Figure 14, can be run as a sub-process of the Weir Wavefront
Engineering Software Suite or as a stand-alone program.

Figure 14: Daily Monitor run-time interface.
The Daily Monitor will display the default template and the newest data file in the templates
directory. Select the “Run Daily Monitor” button to run the analysis sequence.

G e t t in g T h e r e
The Daily Monitor Setup screen can be accessed from the main screen of the Weir Wavefront
Engineering Software suite. To access the setup screen select the “Tools/Daily Monitor” menu
selection.
To run the Daily Monitor as a stand-alone application select the program from the
“Start/Programs/Weir Wavefront Analysis/Daily Monitor” menu of your computer, see Figure 7.
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O v e r v ie w
This interface is the primary control for selecting data and running an analysis with the Weir DM.
The Daily Monitor screen has three tabs:
?? File
?? Select the template and data file for anlaysis
?? Start the analysis
?? Results
?? Display the selected graphic and statistics for the current data set.
?? Trend
?? Display trend charts associated with the selected template.
?? You can view trend plots for any Weir DM Template using this tab. You do not need
to run an analysis to review the data.
?? One tab will be displayed for each trend variable in the data.

F il e T a b
Template Field
The Weir DM Template selection field is located at the top of the interface shown in Figure 14. This
field initially displays the default Daily Monitor Template as specified in the preferences section.
Selecting the field and a new template from the drop-down list changes the template selection. The
drop-down list displays all templates located in the template default directory.
You can re-direct the template control to another directory for this session by using the template
browse button to the right of the field.
A read-only comment field describing the currently selected template appears below. This area
displays the comment field entered during the setup of the template.

Data File
This control, located at the bottom of the interface, displays the most recent data file located in the
default data directory as specified by the template selected above. Change the data file selection by
clicking on the field, causing it to drop-down with a list of available data files. All data files located
in the default data directory will be incorporated into this listing and sorted by their creation date.
You can also type a partial sequence of alpha-numerics into this field. The field will default to the
nearest data file spelling when you change focus to another section of the interface.
A browse button is located to the right of the field to allow data folders to be temporarily changed
for this session.

“Run Daily Monitor” Command
This button begins the command and analysis sequence. The raw data file will be imported into a
Weir Workbook and stored in the same directory as the raw data.
Trend data resulting from this analysis will be updated into the trend worksheets of the template.

R es ul t s T ab
Displays the graphic and statistics of the current analysis.
Results Tab
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Trend Tab

The Scale field allows vector display scales of the graphic to be adjusted.
The Statistics and Graphic check boxes allow suppression of either tiem.
A refresh button will cause re-display of the graphic and statistics without running a full analysis.

Figure 15: Daily Monitor Results tab display of immediate data characteristics.
A comment field is located above the graphic area and below the refresh button as shown in Figure
15. Comments entered here will be stored in the comments field of the trend chart for this analysis.
Resize the graph by grabbing the lower-right corner of the window and dragging it to the new size.
Press the “Refresh” command to redisplay the wafer.

T r en d T ab
This tab displays the trend charts stored in the selected template, Figure 16. Trend chart variables
are specified in the Statistics tab of the Daily Monitor Setup screen. Each variable’s behavior can be
viewed after the screen is entered by clicking on the variable name located on the tabs at the top of
the graphic.

“Feature Set Displayed” frame
Specifies whether the data reflects calculated statistics for Horizontal, Vertical or Mean features.

“Display Contents” frame
Allows suppression of graphic or statistics.
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Figure 16: Display of variable's trend charts under the Trend Tab

Trend Chart variable tabs
One tab is created for each trend chart specified during template creation. These variables are
specified from the Statistics tab of the Weir Daily Monitor Setup screen, see section “Statistics
Display” on page 24. If new variables are added later in the life of the DM Template, then new tabs
are generated when the next DM analysis is run. Notice that this new trend chart will naturally
contain fewer data points than the “older” charts.
Each tab can display historic statistic performance for horizontal, vertical and mean stored values.
The type of value displayed is selected in the “Feature Set” frame.
One trend entry is made for each analysis performed. The comments of the analysis will be added to
the trend chart record for the data set. Trend chart data is stored in the “TrendChartsMean”,
“TrendChartsH” and “TrendChartsV” worksheets of the selected template.

Trend Tab
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Applications Examples

A p p l i ca t i o n s E x a m p l es
O v e r v ie w
Many of the applications reviewed in the Weir Manual are related. The user can also access the Weir Data files for
each of these applications and reproduce the results. This appendix provides a quick and easy summary of the
relationship of the reports and the data files used for each.

Application
Title
DM Template
Setup & Run

Weir DM Single
Lot Analysis

Data File
psfm-13point_FixFocus.dat
PSFM_13Point_Calibration.dat
PSFM_13Point_Calibration.XLS
Wafer2.xls
WaferLens.xlt

Summary
A step-by-step procedure for setup and running a daily
monitor of exposure tool and lens focus stability.

An extended analysis for Weir PSFM fixed focus studies
showing the method, accuracy and benefits of Analyzing
focus with a PSFM reticle and the Weir Analysis.
A lot of sixteen wafers is analyzed for tool performance
at fixed, best focus. Lens aberrations including a
sensitivity of the lens to heating effects are observed

DM Template Setup & Run
Data File:

psfm-13point_FixFocus.dat
PSFM_13Point_Calibration.dat
PSFM_13Point_Calibration.XLS

Summary:

A step-by-step procedure for setup and running a daily monitor of exposure tool and
lens focus stability.

Background
A PSFM focus calibration provides unique information about the aerial image of a lens because
the technique uses the data modeling functions to remove metrology, process and wafer induced
errors. PSFM focus calibration is therefore an excellent technique for the measurement of lens
aberration stability and illumination performance.
When applied to images across the wafer, a PSFM analysis of a “fixed-focus” data array can also
be meaningful. Focus uniformity across the wafer, on edge die and even from wafer-to-wafer is
very sensitive to both the process and the exposure and metrology tools used. For example, the
analysis can track reticle loading problems, illumination drift, wafer-stage and reticle-platen tilt.
Setup of a PSFM fixed-focus calibration sequence into a Weir DM analysis is the most complex of
the various types of DM analyses, Figure 17. The added complexity results only from the fact that
the engineer has more selections available in the analysis and must specify a Weir PSFM
Calibration Template for conversion of the overlay data into focus. This complexity makes it a
good topic for a step-by-step illustration of a Weir Daily Monitor setup.
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DM Analysis types
There are three basic types
of analysis for the Weir
Daily Monitor (DM)
?? Raw Data
?? Ability to
import,
analyze,
model, view
and trend the
results of any
Figure 17: Weir DM set flow for a PSFM Fixed-focus analysis
metrology data.
monitor.
this analysis
can be used
with any type of data.
?? Focus/Dose Calibration
?? Performs a modeled linear-fit to every site on the field. The analysis first calibrates
the sites on the reticle and then performs a “Best Focus” estimate of the aerial image.
Typically used for Lens Aberration Stability.
?? Fixed Focus analysis
?? Requires a Phase shift Weir Focus Monitor (PSFM ) or Weir Phase Grating Monitor
(PGM) calibration template to convert overlay to focus data. This template is
selected during the setup sequence of the DM template.
?? Examines focus uniformity and wafer-stage/reticle-platen leveling – tilt -- across the
wafer. This is an optimum method of monitoring process stability and exposure tool
performance.
For this example, we’ll address the last of these three selections.
This analysis will briefly describe a PSFM focus calibration and how to create a Focus Calibration
Template. It is assumed that the user has experience in calibrating a PSFM/PGM reticle using the
Weir software so we will not dwell on the calibration aspects. See the Weir PSFM Users Manual
for more detail on reticle calibration and the creation of Weir PSFM Calibration templates.
After a Weir PSFM calibration template is created and stored into the library, we’ll apply that
template in a Weir DM setup to allow us to repeat the analysis using just two clicks of the mouse.

Preparation for Weir DM setup
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Figure 18: Final steps in creation of a Weir PSFM calibration template; saving the template.
Before we can perform the Weir DM setup, we’ll need two items shown in Figure 17:
?? a Weir PSFM calibration template for the overlay-to-focus conversion and
?? a source workbook describing the layout and exposure of the fixed-focus monitors.
An overlay data file “PSFM_13Point_Calibration” was previously loaded into a Weir Data
Workbook. The exposure variables, summarized on the right side of Figure 18, were inserted into
the layout and saved. Insure that you have the correct values for the exposure. Subsequent
analyses using the Daily Monitor software will look for an identical exposure set.
Note: A good methodology for performing this import and subsequent layout can
be found in sections “Step-by-Step Tutorial: Defining an Exposure Layout” and
“PGFM Reticle Calibration” of the Weir PSFM User’s Manual.
Calibrate the PSFM/PGM reticle and, since we may wish to remove the “Best Focus” field, also
perform a Best Focus calculation. The final screen you will see is shown on the left side of Figure
18. At this point save the Weir PSFM Calibration Template into the template library using either
the “Save” or “Save As” selections of the menu as shown in the figure.
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Figure 19: Creation of a Weir DM source file for Fixed-Focus analysis.
The second item needed is a source-file that will be typical of the monitor data. This source
provides both the exposure setup and the layout of die on the wafer. Be sure that the source
exposure values are the same as those specified in the Weir PSFM calibration template as shown
in Figure 19.
To set up the source file first load in an overlay file that will be typical of a daily monitor data run.
This example uses file “psfm-13point_FixFocus.dat”, a wafer exposed at the optimum exposure
for the tool. You can also use the Weir worksheet format file of the same name.
Layout the typical exposure settings specifying the correct field-by-field values for focus, dose,
PC-inner, PC-outer and scan direction. More than one set of these values can be selected and set
up. For instance, you can setup differing dose and/or NA from the bottom to the top of the wafer.
This layout will be used for all future DM files imported
Save the layout data to the spreadsheet using the “Save” command button circled on the left of the
screen.
Next we will take this file and create a DM Template from it.

DM Template Creation
If you are still in the Weir Calibration screen, then return to the Weir Main Interface. We can
create this basic analysis by following these steps listed next. Be sure to reference each step with
the boxed step numbers of Figure 20.
1.

Select the “Tools/Daily Monitor Setup” menu item from the Weir Main screen toolbar menu.

2.

Select the fixed-focus file that was just set up as a sample daily monitor file.
a)

The field will default to the name of the currently loaded Weir data spreadsheet. In this
case “psfm_13point_FixFocus.XLS”.

b) The dropdown also contains the name of other DM templates currently in the library.
You can select any of these names to review and edit their setup.
3.

Specify the name of the Weir DM template.
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a)

The text you type into this field will become the name of the Weir DM Template.

b) The Default is the name of the fixed-focus file selected in step #2.
4.

Enter the directory in which DATA for this DM template will be found
a)

Specify the default data directory where the technician will be picking up data files.

Figure 20: Weir fixed-focus analysis screen with numbered steps described in the text.
5.

Specify the analysis format:
a)

Fixed-focus

b) Focus-Expo
c)

Raw metrology

d) Or Tool Monitor
6.

If “Fixed-focus” is selected, then a focus calibration template must be chosen.
a)

7.

This will be the template selected for overlay-to-focus conversion.

The focus-conversion method in which to implement the overlay-to-focus conversion must
also be selected.
a)

This can be “All Sites”, “Centered” or Row/Column method. All Sites or Centered are
the most frequently used methods.

When selecting the analysis format, step 5 above, keep in mind that each format has a very
specific purpose and type of analysis:
?? Fixed-focus
?? A fixed-focus analysis is used to characterize the full-wafer behavior of an exposure
tool. Investigations might include an analysis of both wafer-stage and reticle tilt,
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reticle load distortions of the plate, edge-wafer behavior, auto-focus stability and
others.
?? PSFM or PGM Overlay data covering a large wafer(s) area is imported. A Weir
PSFM Focus Conversion Template is used to convert the overlay to focus readings.

Figure 21: Setting up the DM analysis sequence.
?? This type of analysis is optimum for monitoring:
?? Stage travel and tilt noise.
?? Reticle scan and chucking noise.
?? Effective Depth-of-Focus across a typical wafer
?? Focus-Expo
?? Overlay data of a Focus (FM) or Focus-Dose (FEM) matrix is input.
?? This analysis does NOT require a Focus Conversion Template since the data is fitted
to the standard layout saved in the template. A linear-model of the focus versus
exposure position is used to calculate the focus variation of the wavefront across the
aerial image. This type of analysis is therefore optimum for monitoring lens
aberrations
?? Raw Metrology and Tool Monitor
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?? Any raw Overlay, CD, Film Thickness, Side Wall Angle etc data can be monitored
and trend-plotted. With or without data modeling

?? Can be a process, metrology tool or general stability monitor.
Next, we customize the analysis sequence for each DM data set. If you previously specified
“Fixed-focus” or “Focus Expo” the overlay data will first be converted to focus values.
You can now have known data errors such as the Mean Field, Reticle error or the Best Focus field
removed prior to continuing the analysis. Index box #1 in Figure 21 shows the location of the
components associated with data removal. Check a box if you wish to remove either a standard
Reticle data set or a component, such as the “Mean Field” from the data.
Note that if you specify either of these data removal boxes, you will need to also
select the type of component to remove in the drop-down combo list shown in the
”Component and Reticle Removal” frame
Also check the box next to item #2 in the figure if you wish to model the data. Modeling occurs
after component removal.

Figure 22: Display and trend plot setup screens.
Check the two boxes in the “Items to Include” frame if you wish to have statistics and a graphic
displayed at the completion of the each current DM data analysis. You will be able to define the
graphics and statistics in the next two screen tabs.
Finally, enter any comments or notes that you want to display to the user each time this DM
Template is selected. These comments will be display on the main Weir DM interface as show in
the inset at the bottom of Figure 21.

Current Dataset Graphics
The “Graphics Display” tab, left side of Figure 22, provides the tools to specify the type of graphic
displayed for the current data. Select the basic wafer of field plotting using vectors, a histogram or
a contour plot. The “All points” display will plot data for each point.Mean, IFD and
Minimum/Maximum value plots are also available.
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If the template specifies that the data be modeled, you can select from either Raw, Modeled or
Residual data in the plot.
The statistics for this display are selected in the next tab aptly named the ‘Statistics Display”.

Selection of Statistics
Finally the template must specify the statistics to display. The “Statistics Display” tab provides
controls to specify
variables for both the
current data set and
for the trend charts.
Current data variables
are controlled by
depressing the button
for the statistic as
shown in the right
side of Figure 22.
The check-box on the
side of each button
selects the variable
for trend plotting.

Running the Weir Daily
Monitor
The Weir DM runtime interface is
shown in Figure 23.
When started, it will
default to the template
specified in the Weir
DM options, see the
section “Preference
Figure 23: Weir DM run-time interface
Setup” on page 17 for
more detail. The
interface will also
look into the default
data directory specified and gather all of the files in the directory. The files are sorted by date and
the newest file is displayed in the drop down control.
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Figure 25: Analysis flow (right) and Graphic/Statistics displays for Fixed-Focus and Raw Data analyses

25:select
Fixedthe
Focus
Graphics
displayed.
To run a Weir DM analysis, select theFigure
template,
dataDM
file and
then press
the “Run Daily Monitor” command button.
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Fixed-Focus or Raw Data Analyses
The analysis will cycle through the sequence you specified in the DM Template setup. Fixed Focus and
Raw Metrology analyses display the graphic and statistics selected in the last two tabs of the DM
setup interface as shown in the left side of Figure 25. Notice the poor relatively large vectors at
the wafer’s edge and lower section due to poor metrology at these points. There is a “Comment”
window, marked in the figure, at the top of the figure. Comments entered into this field will be be
stored with this data point’s entries in the trend chart storage.

The analysis flow shown in the right side of Figure 25 shows that fixed-focus and raw metrology
analyses differ only by the inclusion of an overlay-to-focus conversion step prior to data modeling.
Resizing the interface will resize the graphic; use the “Refresh” command button to re-draw the
image. You can selectively remove or include either the graphic or statistics using the two check
boxes above the comment area.

Figure 26: Trend chart data is stored in three spreadsheets located in the template workbook.
Focus-Expo DM Analysis
As shown in the flow chart on the right side of Figure 25, the focus-exposure analysis response
differs from the other analyses in that it assumes that a PSFM reticle is used. The analysis
calibrates the reticle overlay data to determine it’s response to focus variation for each unique
exposure --dose, NA and Partial Coherence – value set in the data.
The analysis will calibrate every site on the reticle, displaying a graph for each site as shown in the
left side of Figure 25. After calibration, the Best Focus surface of the aerial image is calculated
and, optionally modeled. A typical graphic for a modeled Best Focus or aerial lens image is shown
on the right side of Figure 25. The contour of the field and resulting correctable modeled variables
are displayed in the figure along with a statistical summary of the raw data.
Recall that the focus-exposure analysis provides the best possible measurement of the aerial image
of the lens. Analyses such as these can be used to track metrology, process quality and equipment
stability. In the next section, we’ll see how the Weir DM can be used with the data from a single
wafer lot to view the stability of wafer hot-plate or lens heating during production.

Trend Charts
Trend charts summarize the results from multiple dataset analyses. They are stored directly in the
Weir DM Template “.XLT” file shown in Figure 26. The “TemplateHeader” sheet stores the setup
and analysis sequence specified by the engineer during the setup sequence.
Data is stored in three sheets that depending upon the data type contain the Mean Focus or Height
measurements, the vertical feature or X-Axis focus and the horizontal or Y-axis Focus values.
There is one column of data for each trend-chart variable selected during setup.
You can directly access these spreadsheets or view them using the “Trend” tab of the daily
monitor, Figure 27. The trend for each engineer specified statistic can be displayed by simply
selecting a tab.
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Displayed feature values can be changed by using the “Feature Set Displayed” option button
located in the upper left of the window. Notice the two option buttons “grayed-out” for pitch and
slope measurements because this is a focus dataset and not one containing these measurements.

Figure 27: Resulting trend chart from multiple measurements over time.

We i r D M S i n g l e L o t A n a l y s i s
Data File:

Wafer2.xls
WaferLens.xlt

Summary:

An extended analysis for Weir PSFM fixed focus studies showing the method,
accuracy and benefits of Analyzing focus with a PSFM reticle and the Weir
Analysis.
A lot of sixteen wafers is analyzed for tool performance at fixed, best focus. Lens
aberrations including a sensitivity of the lens to heating effects are observed

Background
A total of sixteen wafers taken from a single lot were measured. Each wafer occupied a separate
data file, wafer1.xls being the first wafer exposed and wafer16.xls the 16th. Data is for a fixed
focus analysis, all wafers exposed at the same values as a normal lot exposure.
The objective of the analysis is to review the behavior of the exposure tool during the initial
exposures of a production lot. The Benchmark PSFM reticle was used for this analysis.
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Figure 29: Wafer #2 layout of Field and Wafer focus; Weir Focus Uniformity interface shown.

Figure 29: Wafer & field modeled aberrrations of Wafer #2

Layout and Weir DM Setup
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The data for wafer #2 was imported and converted to a focus matrix, layout is shown in Figure 29.
Automated data culling removed 19 points during the conversion. As can be seen there field, left
side of Figure 29, contains an 11x11 array of 121 sites. The wafer contains 18 of these fields. This
is a horizontal-slit scanner.
Wafer #2 exhibits about 17 nm of wafer tilt across the array, Figure 29. The model results show a
1.1 urad X tilt of the reticle platen tilt that is the major contributor to tilt. This analysis will be the

Figure 30: Template setup sequence
basis for setting up the Weir DM template.
Figure 30 illustrates the setup parameters used for the template. The analysis format, shown on the
left side of the screen, is set to a fixed focus analysis and “All Sites” are to be individually
converted using the Weir PSFM calibration.
A Weir PSFM Calibration template called “PSFM_Focus_Matrix_Data” was previously created
and is selected for the conversions used on the remaining wafers of this lot. The Weir DM
template itself is being saved as “WeirLens.XLT”, this file can be found in the DM manuals data
directory on the CD-rom.
Note also that we’ve selected to model the data without removal of any average field data.
Statistics for the display and trend chart were also specified; the final setup screen is shown on the
left side of Figure 30.
All of the data sets were run, the run-time interface for Weir DM is shown on the left side of
Figure 32 and the results for the current data set, Wafer 16, is shown on the lower right of the
same figure. Notice that at this point the field tilt is down to 0.85 urad. Something has changed
during the running of this lot. In the next section we’ll examine the trend plots to see just what is
changing.
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Figure 32: Weir DM run-time interface & Wafer 16 display

Figure 32: Trend of two statistics, mean+3sigma and Best Focus
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Average and modeled best focus are shown in Figure 32. The modeled Best Focus is stabile and
rising for the first six wafers and then seems to vary from wafer to wafer.
If Weir DM is set to X-Focus or Vertical feature focus, then we can view the behavior of the
model coefficients as they are influenced by the lens of the exposure tool. The modeled “Best
Focus” for the lens is shown in the left-side plot of Figure 34. Nice the gradual decline in Best
Focus from 195 nm to an average of 180 nm over the first six wafers exposed.

Figure 34: Lens-slit (left) and Scan (right) oriented focus
Conversely, Y-focus or Horizontal feature focus illustrates the variation of focus as influenced by
the averaging scan of the exposure tool. Focus is stable, varying only by 10 nm across the lot.

Figure 33: Lens-slit (left) and Scan (right) modeled Curvature.
Lens focus error due to curvature of the field rises to a stable 50 nm/cm2 in the lens-slit plot for the
wafer lot on the left side of Figure 33. Again, the curvature of the field measured in the scan
direction remains stable at 25 nm/cm2 throughout the lot. This 25 nm/cm2 value is a measure of the
curvature of scan-travel for the slit as the reticle-object is scanned.

Summary
We’ve observed that the first six wafers of a lot change exposure characteristics significantly
before settling into stable performance. We also observed that these changes result from focus
variation only in the direction of the lens-slit, the scan direction remains stable throughout the lot.
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This form of behavior is consistent with lens heating. Lens heating can be a significant factor
contributing to the variations seen in daily lot production. Since the heating stabilizes over the first
six wafers of the lot, if the engineer is unaware of it’s existence, then lot-setups for exposure can
be incorrectly calculated for the majority of wafers exposed for the layer. Also, the rise time to
stability in lens heating will be a function of the loading of the reticle. That is, the ratio of openexposed to chrome-blocked areas on the reticle will directly change the heating rate of the lens
resulting in a variation in this ramp-time to stability from device layer-to-layer.
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P re c i s i o n a n d E rro r B u d g e t C a l c u l a t i o n
Precision values allow the user to examine behavior of the metrology and exposure tools without data modeling. The operate
using the currently selected data subset, and increase in accuracy as the number of data points increase in number. Values
shown in the software reflect the one-sigma – standard error – of the calculate variance.
Sigma is defined as the square root of variance of the data.
The Variance is the sum-of-squares of the data population’s variation from the mean of the population divided by the
degrees-of-freedom (dof) of the data.
Note that the precision values shown below will not appear forall data sets. For example, the wafer precision will not be
calculated if the dataset has only one lot worth of data in it.

P r e c i s i o n V a l u e s C o mp u t e d
SS = Sum of Squares of difference of each measurement from the mean of the
group.
Note that the SS measurement is influenced by the grouping of the data.
Constants:
n = Total # measurements
m = Total # die
dof = Degrees of Freedom

Precision
Calculated
Pure Error

Requirement & Explanation
Represents the static or dynamic measurement precision of
a single data point. Requires: Multiple measurements of a
single site.

Variance

dof

SSpoint/dofpe

Dofpe =
#measurements of
single point -1

Site Precision

The variance of values for each unique site on the
exposure field. Requires: Multiple die with same site
location.

(SSsite - SSpe)/Dofsp

dofsp = n - #sites

Row
Precision

The variation of values within a single exposure row.
On a scanner, this represents the variation in features
across the lens slit. Loss of precision will result from
lens aberrations and variation in exposure. Requires:
Multiple sites in a single row on a die, multiple die

SSrow / Dofrow

Dofrow = n - #Rows

IntraRow

Variation seen from row-to-row or, in the case of a
scanner, from slit to slit.

(SSfield – SSrow) /
DoFIntraRow

DoFIntraRow = #rows
- #fields

Column
Precision

Column precision is the variation of data across the
columns of the field. For a scanner, these variation are
caused by errors in the reticle and/or stage scanning
mechanics. Requires: Multiple sites in a single column
on a die

SScolumn / Dofcol

Dofcol = n #Columns
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Precision
Calculated

Requirement & Explanation

Variance

dof

Variation seen across the column
IntraColumn

Variation seen from column-to-column

(SSfield –
SScolumn)/DoFIntracolumn

DoFintracolumn =
#columns -#fields

Field
Precision

Variation by field.

SSfield / Doffield

Dof field = #Fields-1

SSgrid / DoFgrid

DoFgrid = #fields –
#Fields/wafer

(SSField – SSsite) /
Dof IntraField

Dof IntraField = #sites
- #fields

(SSwafer - SSfield) /
Dof InterField

Dof InterField = #fields
- #wafers

SSwafer / Dofwafer

Dofwafer = n #wafers

(SStotal – SSwafer ) /
Dof IW

Dof IW = n –
(pts/wafer)

SStotal / n

Dof = n

Field Grid

Requires: Multiple Fields.

Variation by position on the wafer grid.
Requires multiple wafers.

IntraField
Precision

Variation of measurements within a field excluding the
site measurement variation.
Requires: Multiple wafers and multiple sites.

InterField
Precision

Variation field-to-field.

Wafer
Precision

Requires: Multiple wafers.

Inter-Wafer

Stage stepping errors. Requires: Multiple wafer.

Requires: Multiple fields

Variation within each wafer

Wafer-to-wafer variation
Lot Precision

Overall precision of the lot. Equivalent to taking the
standard deviation of the entire data set.

Precision Values Computed-
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Spreadsheets created by Weir DM
These spreadsheets are created depending upon the data set imported and the analyses performed.
??

“clsp” is nomenclature for “Collapsed” as in “Collapsed Field”.

??

“SE” designames the “Standard Error” or Sigma value of the reported coefficient.

Spreadsheet Name

Analysis

Index

All

A tabulation of the spreadsheets currently in the active notebook.

Excluded

All

Data points removed from the raw data file because of poor readings or being marked by
vendor as having failed measurement

Layout

All

Dose, Focus, Numeric Aperture, Partial Coherence, (Inner & outer), and stage/slit scan
direction layout information. Saved from the first Weir layout screen.

Reticle

All

Data Sheet of Reticle measured information imported from the raw data (when present).

Aberrations

Spatial

Summary of Piston, Tilt and curvature modeled values. Also reports the row and column
model results for every row/column of the data set.

TemplateHeader

Daily
Monitor

Setup, analysis and source information for the Weir DM

TrendChartsMean

Daily
Monitor

Plots data points for the average focus (PSFM), or height measurement trend charts.

TrendChartsV

Daily
Monitor

Plots data points for the X-focus (PSFM), or vertical feature measurement trend charts.

TrendChartsH

Daily
Monitor

Plots data points for the Y-focus (PSFM), or horizontal feature measurement trend charts.
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M o d el e d S t a t i st i cs D ef i n i t i o n s
Top Section
Count

Number of points in data

Wafers

Number of substrates

Sites

Total number of sites per die

#Dice

Total number of dice measured

IFD

Intra-Field Deviation. Maximum deviation of measured values of the raw data

IFDxy_max

Maximum H to V measured deviation across the raw data.

Raw Astig.

Raw Data (H-V) maximum on a per point basis.

Astig(Yxmax)

Raw Data (H-V) maximum across all points.

Modeled Data Results

Center Section

Piston or Offset(Fitted)

Piston from the model

Tilt (um/cm)

Tilt of rows/columns measured in microns per centimeter.

Tilt (urad)

Tilt in micro-radians (ppm)

Curv(um/cm2)

Mean Curvature measured in microns per centimeter-squared.

IFDresids(um)

The maximum IFD of the residuals to the model in microns

Raw, Modeled or Residual Data section
Mean

Average value

Median

(Maximum +Minimum)/2

SEM

Standard error of the means

Std Err

Standard Error or “Sigma” of the population

Maximum

Maximum positive value

Minimum

Minimum or negative most value

Mean+3Sigma

Mean plus 3 standard errors (sigma)

Max_99.7%

Maximum point deviation of the 99.7% of the data. May be positive or negative.
= sign * abs(Maximum(99.7%*data)))

Precision Values Computed-
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A b b re v i a t i o n s a n d D e f i n i t i o n s
Definition

Term
Count

Number of measured values or points in currently selected data set

Wafers

Number of wafers

Sites

Total number of unique field-site positions in the data

#Dice

Number of unique exposure fields in the dataset

Best Focus

Mean focus of the data selected for display. Statistics for the display are located below any
“Modeled” coefficient displays. May represent Raw, Fitted or Residual average focus.

IFD

Slit

Scan

??

IntraField Deviation

??

Range of measurements within any one field. Can be any variable of X,Y,Mean, Slit,
Scan or H-Vmean.

??

Range of measurements within any one metrology variable

??

Variation along the scanner slit.

??

X-focus direction.

??

Focus response of the edges of a vertical line.

??

Variation along the scan-direction of a slit

??

Y-focus direction

??

Focus response of the edges of a horizontal line.

Vertical

Line or feature whose edges parallel the Y-axis of a Cartesian coordinate system.

Horizontal

Line or feature whose edges parallel the X-axis of a Cartesian coordinate system.

Manhattan Geometry

Geometries in which feature edges parallel only the X or Y axis of a Cartesian coordinate system.

Bospherphedonic

Travel or a path that follow a zig-zag or serpentine path. That is a path that goes left-to-right, then
up, then right-to-left, then up and so on.
Name is derived from the ancient shipping lanes along the Bospherous and Dardanelle seaways
from the Mediterranean into the Black Sea. Ships had to zig-zag up or down the channels.

IFDxy_max

Range or IFD variation of the max(absolute(X or slit) value to the max( absolute(Y or scan)) value.

Raw Astig

Greatest magnitude (+ or -) Astigmatism (Y-X value) of the data displayed and described in the
statistics at the bottom of the statistics table.

Astig(YXmax)

Greatest (Y) – greatest(X) value

Astigmatism

max((max(focus Yi - focus Xi)), abs(min(focus Yk - focus Xk))) * sign of (j or k)

H-Vmeans

(Xfocus + Yfocus)/2

Systematic

Values that change in a fashion described by a mathematical expansion or relation.
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Term

Definition

Random

Values who exhibit a Binomial, Normal distribution.

StdErr

See Standard Error

Standard Error

Calculated using the formula for standard deviation but the user must recognize that the population
is not normally (random) distributed.

Sigma

??

(Statistics) Shortened name for Standard Deviation or Standard Error

??

(Optics) Partial Coherence of the illumination.

NA

Numeric Aperture of the optical System

Average Focus

(X-focus + Y-focus)/2

X-focus

Vertical feature or lens-slit focus

Y-focus

Horizontal feature or slit-scanning focus variation.

Piston

The focus offset or constant term of a systematic error model.

Precision Values Computed-
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during modeling · 5
Model-Culled Data · 5
Current
dataset · 36
Curv · See Curvature
Curvature · 49

3
3D Surface · 8
controls · 8
A

G
Graph
Customization · 8
graphics · 23

Aberrations
spreadsheet · 48
spreadsheet · 7
adaptive
modeling · 6
Adaptive Modeling
Culling of Data · 5
aerial · 3, 5, 21, 30, 31, 35, 39
analysis
types · 31
Analysis
DM formats · 21
Applications · 4

D

H

Data
Flow · 4
maouse selected · 10
Overview · 4
Viezing · 5
DATA
directory · 34
Data Culling
Methods · 5
Default
setup · 18

Histograms
general usage · 9

B

E

Benchmark · 3, 40

edge
exclusion of · 11
wafer · 11
estimation
of coefficients · 6
Excluded · 48

C
Capabilities · 3
Cartesian · 6
coefficient
validation · 6
colinearity · 6
column
model · 7
tilt · 7
Column
precision · 46
Combining
field & wafer models · 7
comment
current analysis · 28
Component
removal · 23
contour · 5, 9
lines on plots · 11
wafer and one-point-per-field · 9
Contour · 8
Controls · 8
display options · 8
controls
for Contour & 3D Surface · 8
coordinates · 6
cross-sections · 11
Culling
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Field
exclusion by mouse · 11
model · 6
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of scanner exposure · 7
flight
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Focus
X & Y · 44
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Full Field
model · 7
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IFD · 24, 49, 50
IFDresids · 49
import · 32
Import
data · 17
InterField
precision · 47
interpolation · 8, 9
Interpolation · 8
Inter-Wafer
precision · 47
IntraColumn
precision · 47
L
Layout
spreadsheet · 48
lens · 30
library · 31, 32, 33
Lot
precision · 47
M
Max · 24
Max_99.7% · 49
Mean · 23
of X & Yreg · 9
Medium · 8
metrology · 4
sports · 6
Modeled
contour · 8
models
focus · 5
least square · 6
modes
field models · 7
mouse

Index
plotting data by · 10
Mouse
selected data · 10
O
Offset · 49
options
setup · 17
orthogonal
coefficients · 6
Overview · 2, 30
Weir Focus Models · 5
P
Password
Trend charts · 22
piston · 7
Piston · 6, 49
pitch · 7
Plot Feature
frq,e · 9
population · 6
Precision
calculation · 46
Preference
Options · 17, 37
PSFM · 3, 13, 21, 22, 30, 31, 32, 35,
39, 40, 42, 48
Pure Error · 46
R
radial
coordinates · 6
radio · 8
range
culling · 6
Range · 5
refresh · 28
Removal
component · 23
Requirements
system · 12
residuals · 5, 49
from models · 6
Resize · 28
Results
tab · 27
Reticle
directory · 18
removal · 23
spreadsheet · 48
roll
slit · 7
row

model · 7
Row
precision · 46
row/column
model · 7
S
scale
factor for histograms · 9
scanner
best model · 7
Scanner
viewing scan blur · 9
scanning · 2, 46
SEM · 49
setup
trend chart · 14
Setup
access · 19
sigma · 49
culling · 6
Sigma · 5, 48, 49
in precision · 46
Singular
value decomposition · 6
Site
precision · 46
Spatial · 48
sports · 6
Standard Error · 48, 49
Statistics
defining · 20
Definitions · 49
Std Err · See Standard Error or Sigma
step-by-step · 30
stepper
best model · 7
surface
control · 6
SVD · 6

corrections · 7
Tilt · 48, 49
Tool
control · 7
Trend
specification · 14
tab · 27
Trend Chart
View password · 22
TrendChartsH · 24
TrendChartsMean · 24
TrendChartsV · 24
tuning · 6
U
uncertainty
of coefficients · 7
V
validation · 6
Variance
in precision calculation · 46
View
data, selected by mouse · 10
W
wafer
model · 6
Wafer
precision · 47
Weir
models used · 5
Weir PSFM · 3, 17, 21, 22, 30, 31,
32, 33, 35, 40, 42
Weir PW · 3, 17
Whole
field · 23
X

T
template
comments · 20
directory · 20
DM overview · 19
Template
creation · 33
directory · 16, 18
field · 27
TemplateHeader · 16, 39, 48
templates
definition · 13
number supported · 19
tilt

XLT · 3, 39, 42
Xreg · 9
XY plot
cross sections of · 11
from mouse-selected data · 10
Y
Yreg · 9
Z
Zernike · 6
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